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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 11 and 121

{Docket No. 21369; Amdts. No. 11-29 and
121-1881

EI1\ll.I"~encyMegcal Equipment

AGENCY: Federal AViation
Administration (FAAJ. DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This amendment requires
certificate holders to carry in their
aircraft medical kits containing
equipment for use in the diagnosis and
treatment of medical emergencies that
might occur during flight time. The
amendment further requires each
certificate holder to report such medical
emergencies annually for 2 years after
implementation of the rule and to
describe how the medical kit was used.
by whom, and the outcome of the
medical emergency. The intended effect
of this amendment is to enhance the
potential for diagnosis and initial
treatment of medical emergencies during
flight time.
EFFECTIVE DATE: August 1. 1986.
,FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Andrew F. Horne, Biomedical and
Beha vioral Sciences Division, (AAA1
510). Office of Aviation Medicine.
telephone (202) 42~3433. Federal
Aviation Administration, 800
Independence Avenue SW..
Washington. DC 20591.

Lawrence Bedore. Project
Development Branch. (AF8-240j, Air
Transportation Division, Office of Flight
Standards. telephone (202) 42&-8096.
Federal Aviation Administration. 800
Independence Avenue SW..
Washington. D.C. 20591.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Section 121.309 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (FAR) provides, in
pertinent part. that no person may
operate an airplane unless it is equipped
with approved first-aid kits for
treatment of injuries likely to occur in
flight or in minor accidents. These kits
must be one to four in number 
(depending on the number of aircraIt
passenger seats), be distributed as
evenly as practicable throughout the
aircraft, and be readily accessible to the
crewmembers. Each first-aid kit includes
such items as antiseptic swabs.
ammonia inha-lants. various bandages.
tape. splints, scissors. and burn
compound.

By letter and petition dated March 3,
1981. Sidney M. Wolfe. M.D.. and Eve

Bargmann. M.D. Public Citizen Health
Research Group of the Aviation
Consumer Aclion Project (ACAP). 2000 P
Street. NW.. W.shington, DC 20036.
petitioned to amend §§ 121.309(d) and
121.333(e)[3) of the Federal A;'ialion
Regulations (FAR) to require the
carriage of emergency medical
equipment in commercial flights in
addition to that carried in the first-aid
kit. That petition was published
verbatim in the Federal Register on
August 20. 1981 (46 FR 42278). The FAA
received comments from 370 interested
persons on that petition for rulemaking.

Those commenters expressing support
of the proposal urge that U.S. air carriers
be required to have on board their
aircraft emergency medical equipment
and medication that would enable
crewmembers and/or medically
qualified passengers to respond to any
in-flight medical emergency.

A number of physicians describe their
involvement in in-flight medical
emergencies. Those emergencies include
such conditions as myocardial
infraction, allergic reaction to food.
acute asthma. epileptic seizures, and
childbirth. Several commenters provided
suggestions as to the specific types of
emergency equipment and medication
that should be carried.

Those commenters opposing the
proposal express concern abo·ut the
potenfial added cost to the traveler and
the possible use of medical equipment
and/or medication by unqualified
individuals,

The majority of physicians who
commented on the ACAP petition agree
that the first-aid kits now required on
aircraft by Part 121 of the FAR are
inadequate for purposes of diagnosing
and treating most in·flight medical
emergencies. These physicians strongly
recommend that diagnostic equipment
be provided o~ all flights as well as
equipment and medication that may be
used for the treatment of medical
emergencies that may be expected to
occur. Many of these physicians indicate
t...~e need for "good samaritan"
legislation to protect from liability those
that use the medical equipment to treat
in-flight medical emergencies, Whether
or not such protection would be .
desirable, it would require legislation
and is beyond the scope of FAA
rulemaking authority.

On March 14. 1985. the FAA published
Notice of Proposed Rnlemaking (NPRM]
No, 85-9, Emergency Medical
Equipment. in the Federal Register (50
FR 10444J. This NPRM proposed
amendments to Part 121 of the FAR
enhancing the potential for care of
medical emergencies occurring during
flight time. and an amendment to Part 11

of the FAR on reporting and
recordkeeping requirements pursuant to
the Paperwork Reduction Act. These
proposed amendments include the
requirements for the carriage of a
medical kit on each passenger·carrying
flight that would contain equipment and
drugs to provide basic life support
during medical emergencies that might
occur during night lime, additional
crewmember training consisting of
familiarization with the medical kit. and
annual reports of in·flight medical
emergencies resulting in use of the kit
for a period of 2 years after the effective
date of the rule.

In making this proposal. the Ft\.~

recognized that unresolved issues
remain regarding medical kits to be
carried in operations conouct d under
Part 121 of the regulations. Public
comment was specifically invited in the
notice on such rna lters as who would be
considered qualified to use the proposed
kit. the user's licpnsing requirements,
and whether or not the kits should be
required on all flights or limited to
flights of long duration where diversion
to a ground facility is not possible,

Analysis or Comments

The FAA received approxinwtely 140
public comments in response to NPRM
No. 85-9. Emergency Medical
Equipment. It is noteworthy that the
public response to the NPRM includes
comments from several medical
associations. air carrier associations.
labor organizations, and air carrier
certificate holders. as well as interested
individuals and providers of equipment
and consultant services. This is in
contrast 1.0 the public response to the
publication of the petition in 1981 when
the comments were largely from
individuals. Since that time, bills hDve
been introduced in both the United
States Senate and House of
Representatives to require the carriage
of medical equipment in commercial
aircraft.

Of 46 individual physicians
commenting on the NPRM. 44 support
expanded medical kits. Some. however.
believe that the proposed kit is too
sophisticated and that some of the drugs
should be deleted because of the
potential for misuse. Some believe that
the requirement should be limited 10
anIv certain air carriers conducting long
over·water flights. and that responses to
the reporting requirement should be
used to determine the fulure need for
medil:al kits on air carriers. Others
recommend additional equipment and
drugs ranging from bandages to cardiac:
monitor/defibrillators, and that a
physician should be required on every
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transoceilnic night. Some physicians
believe that "good samaritan"
protection from liability is necessary to
ensure that physicians will voluntarily
provide assistance in the event of a
medical emergency.

Only two physician commenlers are
opposed to the proposed requirement for
the carriage of medical kits on air
carriers. One, while opposed to the kit,
voices strong support for required
reporting of all in· flight medical
emergencies and believes that 'the data
acquired would provide a basis for the
development of "intelligent regulations."
This physician also believes that the
presence of the proposed medical
equipment on board would result in a
tendency "to try to make do with the
available equipment," thereby delaying
any decision for immediate landing. He
slates lhill such a delay may result in
risk 10 the ill person greater than the
benefit of the available medical
equipment. Another physician states
that a !:lteta'loscope and a blood pressure
recording cuff might be provided. but
opposes more equipment and drugs
because of the likelihood of misuse.

Seven registered nurses commented
ou the NPRM. Of the five in favor of
expanded medical kits, some ar~

roncerned about misuse of the
~l.Juipment and drugs. and one believes
that "good samaritan" protection from
liability is necessary. Two believe that a
registered nurse should be included in
the cabin crew comp!ement on every
flight. Two registered nurses oppose the
NPRM. Both are concerned thaI the

. possible misuse of the equipment may
be more detrimental to the patient than
the alternative of first-aid procedures
and immediate diversion to a ground
facility. One of the commentprs said
that, "No one can predict when a
medical emergency will arise. Being in
your own home. a car, a bus. a train. the
supermarket. etc., does not carry a
guarantee that emergency help will be
available. Having drugs and equipment
available will not guarantee re\'ersal of
;j crisis situation either. Improper use of
these items might prove more
disastrous. No commercial airline
should ha\e to assume this
responsibility."

There were numerous comments from
non-medical individuals favoring
medical kits being required on air
carrier aircraft. Very few of these
commenters, however, address such
issues as who should be authorized to
use the kits.1vIany comments are
anecdotal in nature. relating the
commenters' experiences or those of
friends involved in medical emergencies
which occurred in flight.

Seven non-medical individuals are
opposed to the proposal. One
questioned his personal physician
regarding the NPRM. His physician was
reportedly concerned with the proposed
drugs and stated that they .shoold be
used only bya physician trained in their
usage and that not all physicians would
be qualified to use those drugs. He
further stated that some of the drugs

·should be used only with sophisticated
monitoring equipment which would not
be available. One opposing commenter.
a flight attendant. states that because of
the low frequency of ,-n-flight medical
emergencies, the cost-benefit ratio and
the possibility of misuse of the
equipment, the requirement for medical
kits is not warranted. Other non-medical
individuals opposing the NPRM express
concern about misuse of the kit and the
possibility of those using the kit not

. being qualified. One believes that the
risks of misdiagnosis and misapplied
drugs far outweigh the small potential
benefit of saving a life by use of that kit.

Nine providers of medical equipment
and consultant services are in favor of
expanded medical kits on air carrier
aircrafts. as is the National
Transportation Safety Board.

Four air carrier labor organizations
responded to the NPRM. The Air Line
Pilots Association (ALPA) favors the
proposals, but indicates concern for
issues not addressed. The expressed
issue of most concern is that of liability
for kit use and the need for "good
samaritan" legislation to protect
crewmembers and physicians who might
provide inwflight medical assistance. The
Airline Operations Control Society
opposes the proposal for several
reasons. They believe the surgical
instruments could be used to hold a
person hostage during a hijacking. the
presence of the proposed drugs would
result in security problems. and there
would be a potential for misuse of the
kit by an improperly trained person.
This organization also believes that if
the medical kits are to be required.
"good samaritan" legislation is
necessary to protect crewmembers as
well as users of the kit. Two flight
attendant unions favor the NPRM and
also recommend an "expanded first-aid
kit" for use by flight attendants. One of
the flight attendant groups provides
information on the carriage of medical
equipmenf by certain European airlines,
indicating that a physician's kit (similar
to the medical kit proposed in NPI.lM 81>
9) is "mandatory for flights in which an
airport cannot be reached in 90
minutes." and that the first-aid kit
(similar to those now required on United

. States air carrier aircraft) "is mandatory

on every flight when an airport cannot
be reached in 60 minutes."

Eight small air carriers opera ting
under Part 121 of the Federal Aviation
Regula tions oppose the NPRM, most
stating that their flights arc short and
that the probability of an individual
qualified to use the kit being on board is
not as high as it is among the large air
carriers using larger aircraft and making
longer flights. They raise issues
including liability for us of the kit.
security of the equipment and drugs. and
training requirements for crewmcmbers.
Several note that it would be necessary
for an air carrier to employ a physician
to procure the drugs and they are
concerned with licensing requirements
when the drugs must be replenished in
another state.

Three air carrier associations
responded with comments opposing the
NPRM. The Air Transport Association
(ATA), representing the m.ajor scheduled
air carriers in the United States.
questions the justification for the
requirement for carriage of the medical
equipment and drugs on air carrier
aircraft. The ATA cites the American
Medical Association (AMA)
Commission on Emergency Medical
Service's independent study to evaluate
the problem of in-flight medical
emergencies on commercial airlines.
This study suggests that the frequency
of life-threatening medical emergencies
on commercial flights is not high. The
study concludes that the firstwaid kits
currently carried are satisfactory. The
ATA also raises such issues as liability
for use of the medical equipment•
security of the drugs, syringes and
needles in the kit. who is qualified to
use the kit, the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) regulatory
requirements concerning controlled
substances, and the concern that air
carrier procurement of drugs will require
employment of appropriately licensed
physicians. The ATA further discusses
the potential for misu~e of the kit and
the possibility that hesitation in
diversion of a flight because of the
presence of a kit could prove
detrimental to the patient. ATA states
that "proper consideration of this rule
must await the results and analysis of
the proposed 2-year reporting
requirement to determine the need for
carriage of medical kits."

Also commenting are the Regional
Airline Association (RAA) and the
National Air Carrier Association, Inc.
(NACA). The RAA, representing
approximately 100 "short haul" regional
and commuter air caITiers. objects to the
requirement that their members
operating under Part 121 carry the
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proposed medical kit on their aircraft.
These aircraft normally seat 31 to 50
passengers with 1 flight attendant
crewrnember and are never more than
30 minutes from an airport where
professional and competent medical
assistance can be obtained. The RAA
further states that they are unaware of
any in-flight medical emergencies in
commuter/regional operations that
would have benefitted from the
proposed medical kit. Both the RAA and
NACA raise the same issues of liability.
security. potential for misuse.
accountability for controlled substances,
and need for a physician in order to
procure the proposed drugs in the kit.

Seven associations represeI}ting
physicians and two associations
representing nurses responded to the
NPRM with comments varying from full
support to total opposition. Their
responses also contain constructive
criticism concerning the proposed
contents of the kit.

The AMA cites the 1981 study by its
Commission On Emergency Medical
Services on in-flight medical
emergencies aboard commercial air
carriers, noted previously. The AMA
also discusses its other activities in lhis
area, including: its encouragement of
physicians to carry medical kits when
they travel that contain instruments and
drugs with which they are familiar;
AMA publications on the
contraindications to air travel for
persons suffering from certain illnesses
and conditions; and, AMA support for
federal legislation providing "good
samaritan" immunity to physicians and
other qualified individuals offering
emergency medical assistance on board
aircraft. The AMA comment includes
opposition to the requirement for a
medical kit containing surgical
equipment and drugs because of its
belief that the potential for misuse
outweighs any benefit lhat might be
gained through the availability of such
equipment. The AMA supports
expansion of the current kit to include
stethoscope. sphygmomanometer.
airways. splints, tongue blades. and
flashlight.

The American College of Emergency
Physicians does not support the NPRM
as proposed. They believe that there are
inadequate data and experience to
support the list of medical equipment
and drugs proposed either from a
medical or cost-benefit perspective.
They further state that these data are
needed to ensure that an enhanced
emergency medical kit best meets the
needs of the flying public. They
recommend that the FAA devise and
implement a data collection system

which generates detailed in.formation
concerning in-flight medical emergencies
so that better decisions can be made
about the contents of the emergency
medical kit.

The Civil Aviation Medical
Association (CAMA) opposes the
requirement for medical kits on
domestic flights and questions the need
for such kits on transoceanic flights.
CAMA expresses concern about the
potential for misuse of the kit and raises
issues including liability and the
identification of qualified users of the
kit. CAMA fnrther states that most
critical medical emergencies can be
managed well with relatively simple
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Four other physicians associations
generally favor the proposal, two of
which mention the importance of "good
samaritan" protection from liability if
the kit is to be used effectively. These
associations are the American Academy
of Family Physiciaqs, the American
College of Chest Surgeons, the American
Sotiety of Anesthesiologists. and the
American Osteopathk Association.

The Emergency Nurses Associations
(ENA) supports the general concept of
expansion of the medical kit but does
not believe controlled substances and
most cardiac drugs should be included.
The ENA recommends that
nitroglycerin, epinephrine, and Benadryl
(diphenhydramine) be included, The
ENA also supports "good samaritan"
protection from liability. .

The American Association of Critical
Care Nurses [AACN) also support the
general intent of the NPRM but
expresses concern about the possibility
of misuse of the medical equipment
and/or drugs proposed. The AACN
makes recommendations concerning
rec·ordkeeping and raises the question of
how crewmembers will identify a
qnalified user of the kit. The AACN
states that the proposed injectable
cardiac drugs should not be included in
the kit unless a cardiac monitor is
available. and that qualification to use
the kit should include special training in
emergency care.

Discussion

After careful re\(iew and analysis of
comments on the publication of both the
ACAP petition and NPRM No. 85-9.
several unresolved issues remain. Many
commenters believe that "good
samaritan" proteCtion from liability is
necessary for effective use of the
proposed medical kit. Such protection
would immunize any personnel who
utilized the kit in the diagnosis and
treatment of medical emergencies that
might occur during flight time from the
consequences of their own negligence.

Many states ha\'e "good samaritan"
laws in effect but there exists no
provision in current Federal law
affording such protection. It is not clear
whether the Federal government should
provide this protection, or it is properly
a matter for state law. The applicability
of state laws to personnel utilizing
medical kits in an airoraft during flight
time is also unclear.

Some cornmenters believe that the
proposed requirement for the carriage of
medical equipment should only apply to
flights of long duration (such as
transoceanic) where immediate
diversion to a ground facility is not
possible. Others believe that the
equipment should be required on all
flights.

In addition. all the drugs proposed in
the NPRM require procurement by a
licensed physician. Controlled
substances present a special problem
because of state and federal inventory
and accountability requirements and the
potential for misuse and pilferage.

With regard to these issues, the FAA
has considered other significant
information pertaining to the proposed
requirement for the carriage of
emergency medical equipment on air
carrier aircraft. Of special note are
concerns expressed by the Senate
Commission on Commerce, Science and
Transportation. In Senate Report 99-93
dated June 27, 1985, on the In-flight
Medical Emergencies Act, the committee
said:

Although the Committee supports carriage
of an enhanced medical kit aboard
commercial aircraft. it is clear that these kits
should not contain dangerous surgical
instruments. such as scalpels or other incisive
devices, or controlled substance. as defined
in the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act of 1970 (21 V.S.c. 801 et
seq.). These items, even in the most
sophisticated of hospital emergency facilities.
must be handled with extreme caution and
only in conjunction with the elaborate
diagnostic equipment and expel'tise available
at such facilities. They are not suitable for
carriage in an onboard medical kit.

In consideration of all the views
expressed, the FAA has determined tha t
the carriage of an expanded medical kit
on passenger·carrying operations
conducted under Part 121 of the
regulations is appropriate. As noted
above, it has been suggested that such
kits need not be required on flights of
short duration or those that seat a
limited number of passengers. The FAA
concludes, however, that the presence of
kits on such flights' is essential to ensure
that appropriate medical equipment and
medication are available for immediate
lfse in the event of a medical emergency
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involving any air carrier traveler. In so
doing, it is recognized that the likelihood
for use of the kit on such flights will be
less than on flights which have a large
number of passengers. are of longer
duration. or where the flight cannot'be
readily diverted to a ground facility.
Nevertheless, medical emergencies may

. occur on these flights and qualified
medical personnel may be present to
provide assistance. In addition, although
ground facilities may be close by, some
medicol emergencies may result in loss
df life. distraction of crewmembers; and
disruption of fljght routine, unless
treatment is pro\iided immediately.

While may commenters expressed the
belief that "good samaritan" legislation
is necessary to protect from liability
those persons who use the kit. existing
state "good samaritan" lilw::; may apply
in certain circumstances and, in any
event, the FAA believes that the
absence of such legislation does not
justify a withdrawal of the proposal. In
this respect, the FAA believes that, in
the event of an emergency. qualified
medical personnel \vill voluntarily come
forward. just as they do now. to provide
assistance and, when indicated. use the
medical equipment and medication
made available. VVe note that Congress
is considering legislation regarding good
samaritan laws.

The required contents of the medical
kit are modified by the elimination of all
surgical instruments and controlled
drugs. This resolves or reduces many of
the concerns regarding security. the
potential for liability for use of the kit,
the burden of required DEA
recordkeeping and accountability,
congressional concerns, and the
objections of numerous commenters, as
discussed previously. The surgical
instruments eliminated consist of the
hemostats, scalpel, surgical scissors.
and the tracheal airway set. The
controlled substances deleted consist of
the morphine sulfate injection,
amobarhital injection and diaszepam
injection. Several prescription drugs that
require monitoring equipment or which
ha,·e a significant potential for misuse
are also deleted. These consist of
lidocaine Hel injection, atropine sulfate
injection. sodium bicarbonate injection.
prochlorperazine injection, and
aminophylline injection. Because of the
retention of certain prescription drugs in
the kit that are adequate for the short~

term treatment of acute allergic
reactions and bronchospasm. the FAA
believes upon re 4 evaluation that the
adrenocortical steroid injection is
unnecessary and. therefore. this item is
deleted. Because of the elimination of
the parenteral cardiac drugs. the

intravenous set and 5% dextrose
injection, used for their administration,
are not necessary. The prescription
drugs retained in the kit consist of
nitroglycerin tablets. epinephrine
injection. diphenhydramine injection,
and 5096 dextrose injection. These drugs
do not have the same potential for
misuse or require monitoring equipment
as do those drugs deleted. It is
recognized that certificate holders will
require the assistance of licensed
physicians in obtaining these d.mgs. No
flashlight is included in the kit since
regulations currently require the
carriage of operable flashlights as
emergency equipment.

While modification of the contents of
the proposed medical kit somewhat
reduces its potential for use in providing
basic life support during medical
emergencies. the equipment and drugs
retained still enhance the diagnostic and
treatment capability of users of the kit.
At the same time, the modification
eliminates equipment and drugs which.
if misused. could compromise the health
of the passengers and the safety and
security of the flight. The training
requirement for crewmember
familiarization with the emergency
medical kit remains as proposed.

As recommended by numerous
commenters, the rule requires the
maintenance of records and the
reporting of medical emergencies as
proposed. An analysis of the results at
the termination of the reporting
requirement in 2 years will provide the
FAA with information on medical
emergencies occurring in flight so that
any necessary changes can be made to
the medical kits. training of personnel,
or related matters.

The regulations do not specify who
should be permitted to use the kit. The
FAA has determined that resolution of
this question must be left to each air
carrier since it depends, to some extent.
upon the nature of and circumstances
surrounding each medical emergency..

The effective date of this rule has
been established as the first day of the
seventh month after publication in the
Federal Register. Thus. 6 months is
provided for each Part 121 air carrier to
acquire appropriate medical kits. install
the kits on each airplane. and develop
procedures for the use, control,
maintenance, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements associated with
the kits.

Regulatory Evaluation

The total costs of implementing the
amendment to require emergency
medical kits include the cost of
equipping existing passenger aircraft
which will become subject !o the rule.

the installation of emergency medical
kits in new aircraft manufactured during
the 10-year period covered by this
evaluation. physicians' services related
to procuring the contents of the kits. the
fuel penalty resulting from the added
weight of the emergency medical kits,
and the maintenance costs.

Certain costs of the rule are different
than those of the NPRM. Since some
contents of the proposed kit have been
deleted in the rule, the cost for purchase
and maintenance of the kit is lower than
that stated in the NPRM. Also. the
lighter weight of the kit reduced the fuel
weight penalty. However, the cost for
physicians' services related to procuring
the contents of the kits is an additional
cost which was not stated in the NPRM.

Each aircraft will be equipped with
one emergency medical kit regardless of
the number of individual first-aid kits on
the aircraft. The FAA has estimated that
such emergency medical kits can be
purchased and installed for
approximately $100 per unit. The cost of
equipping exis ting passenger aircraft
with emergency medical kits has been
estimated to be approximately $233.000
(2.333 aircraft x $100).

Indications are that approximately 140
newly manufactured aircraft will be
delivered annually for Part 121
passenger operations during the lO-year
period following implementation of the
rule. The total discounted present value
is approximately $90,000 for equipping
newly manuf':lctured aircraft wfth
emergency medical kits.

To determine the fuel costs for the
additional weight ofthe emergency
medical kits. the FAA estimates that
during each year of the 104 year period
following implementation pf the
proposal, an average of 3,103 emergency
medical kits will be aboard passenger
aircraft operated under Part 121. Each
emergency medical kit weighs
approximately 7 pounds. and each
additional pound of weight will result in
an estimated average fuel consumption
of 15 gallons per year per aircraft. Based
on a fuel price of.89.4 cents per gallon.
each emergency medical kit will result
in an average additional fuel cost of
slightly more than $94 per year. The
present value cost of the additional fuel
consumption during the 10-year period is
estimated to be $1.880,000.

Maintenance costs for the emergency
medical kits are based on an average
requirement of 2 person-hours in labor
annually, assuming that the average
wage rate (including benefits) will be
$35 per hour and that 10 percent of the
emergency medical kits will require
replacement at a unit cost of $100. The
present value of ~aintenancecosts is
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estimated to be approximately
$1.600.000.

Modification of the requirements for
instruction in the handling of emergenc).'
situations under § 121.417(b)(3)(iv). to
include familiarization with the
emergency medical kit. results in a
negligible increment of training time.
Therefore. no additional cost is ascribed
to this modification.

Purchasing certain contents of the
kits, including prescription drugs, makes
necessary an additional cost for the
periodic services of physicians. This
cost is based on one physician's
consultation per month at $250 per
consultation to provide for a bulk
purchase for prescription contents for
the kits of a carrier operating under FAR
Part 121. Currently, there are 80 carriers
actually operating under Part 121.
although more than 100 are certificated
to do so at a particular time. The total
discounted present value of consulting
services 1 day per month at $250 per day
for 80 carriers during the lOAyear period
is estimated to be $1,547.000. We note
that many airlines currently employ, or
contract with, physicians for medical
services.

The costs for creating and maintaining
records on how the required emergency
medical kit was used, by whom, and the
outcomes of medical emergencies are
based on an expected average
requirement of 1 personAhour in labor
per medical emergency. The costs for
submitting these records or a summary
to the FAA i. a negligible amount of
time and expense for postage and
handling of the reports. Although the
amended § 121.715 requires record
maintenance for 2 years, FAA
anticipates that after 2 years these
records will continue to be created and
maintained voluntarily for other
reasons. including standard policies and
procedures relating to liability insurance
and handling of prescription drugs.
Assuming that the average wage rate
(including benefits) will be $35 per hour,
and that an average of 2,500 medical
emergencies would occur in flight per
year. the present value of in-flight
medical emergency costs for creating
and maintaining records is estimated to
be approximately $564,000.

The present value of all estimated
costs resulting from the emergency
medical kit amendment during the 10
year period following implementation is
$5.914.000.

The FAA cannot estimate easily the
prospective number of lives that may be
saved or the reduction of in~flight

morbidity by providing additional
equipment and medications, but some
insight into the potential benefits can be
gained from 8 major air c8rEier's

experiences with inAflight deaths and \n~

flight medical emergencies. A major
commercial air carrier under Part 121
has tracked in-flight deaths for
approximately 4 decades.

The FAA has estimated the number of
inAfligth deaths occurring annually for
aU carriers by calculating the proportion
of the annual number of deaths in flight
to the annual number of passengers
carried by the major carriers. Then, the
same proportion of annual "estimated
in-fIigbt deaths" is applied to the total
annual number of passengers carried by
all Part 121 carriers. Using this method
of analysis. the FAA estimates that over
a period of 4 decades, approximately
840 in-flight deaths occurred on all
carriers. Moreover. the number of
deaths in flight, as a proportion of
passengers carried. has grown
progressively smaller in successive
years as the number of annual
enpJanements has increased at a rapid
rate. The annual in-flight deaths vary in
number within a small range, and the
FAA further estimates that
approximately 21 deaths currentl}· occur
in flight annually. These estimates are
based upon historical information
provided to the FAA by an air carrier.
Public estimates of in-flight deaths range
10 100 annually.

From historical information. the FAA
estimates that a great majority of the in
fiight passenger deaths are elderly
people suffering from terminal illnesses
such as cancer and heart disease. Many
of these in-flight deaths occur quietly
and without others being awa're of the
onset of the medical emergency.
However, some in-flight deaths can be
prevented with the new rules. The
number who might be saved is
uncertain. but based on fragmentary
information obtained from airline data.
the estimate is about 10 percent of in
flight death•. Thus, according to FAA
estimates (21) and public estimates
(100), about 10 percent of the annual in
flight deaths. or 2 to 10 persons, might
have been helped annually by an
emergency medical kit.

For purposes of economic studies. the
FAA value. a life at $650,000 in 1983
dollars. The expected number of lives
that could be .aved o\ler the 10-year
period is 21 to 100. The expected present
discounted value of the live. that could
be saved over the lOAyear period ranges
from $8.4 million to $41.9 million. This is
derived by discounting the value of life
at a 10 percent rate.

Eased on these estimates, the benefit!
cost ratio ranges from a low value of
1.42 ($8.4 million-;.$5.9 million) to a high
of 6.76 ($41.9 million-;.$5.9 million). The
FAA's preliminary judgment is that the
lower ratio will prevail. Clearly,

infonnation gained in the course of .
implementing the amendment will help
in refining estimates about future costs
and benefits.

Trade Impact

The amendment will have little or no
impact on trade for both U.S. firms doing
business in foreign countries and foreign
firms doing business in the United
States. The amendments will affect only
u.s. air carriers because foreign air
carriers are not subject to Part 121.
Foreign air carriers are prohibited from
operating between points within the
United States: therefore, they will uot
gain any competitive advantage over the
domestic operations of U.s. carriefs. In
international operations, foreign air
carriers would realize some minor cost
advantages over U.S. air carriers if the
foreign countries do not require similar
emergency medical equipment.
However, these costs are negligible 'in
comparison to the overall costs of
providing international passenger
services; therefore, the rule change w.i!J
essentially have no trade impact.

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The small entities affected by the
amendment are the small air carriers
which are regulated under Part 121. The
FAA has published a size threshold of
nine or fewer operating aircraft as a
standard for small air carriers.
According to FAA data for the period
ended April 1983. 45 passenger air
carriers which were subject to Part 121
operated nine or fewer aircraft.

The impact on small entities will be in
direct proportion to the number of
aircraft they will be required to equip
witb the emergency medical kit. The
average annualized net compliance cost
for a small carrier to meet the
emergency medical kit requirements is
estimated to be approximately $217 per
aircraft. The FAA bas adopted threshold
values that define small entities and
significant economic impact. and these
values are stated in FAA Order 2100.14.
The threshold values for economic
impact are adjusted for inflation and are
expressed here in 1983 dollars. The
threshold value for small entity carriers
is a maximum number of nine aircraft
owned or operated. The threshold
values for significant economic impact
are an annualized cost ofS47,506 for
scheduled carriers and $3.314 for
unscheduled carriers.

Since the annualized cost per aircraft
is $217 per year. a small entity carrier
with the maximum number of aircraft.
nine. would not meet the cost impact
critepia for either scheduled or
unscheduled air carriers {9 x $217 is less
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Issued in Washington. D.C. on December
31.1985.
Donald D. Engen,
Administrator.
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Sphygmomanometer •._ ...••_ _ .
Stetho&Co;>e . _ - .
Airways. oropharyngeal (3 sizes) .
Syringes (sizes necessary to administer u~quired

drugs) ~ ., .
Needles (sizes necessary to edrninister requlreel

drugs) _ _ •.•....•_.
50% QelctfOSe inieclion, 5Occ. _ _ .
Epinephrine 1:1000, single dose ampule Of equlva·

lent ..~~••.••_ _ _ •.._ .._ ...•_••~ •..•...._.~ _ ..
Diphenhydramine Hel injection. single dose ampule

Of eQUivalenl_..•_ _ _ _._ _
Nitroglyceno tabkl:ts_••••__..__ _ ~_.. ._.._
Basic Insttuctions lOt use ollhe drugs in the kit•._._

Emergency Medical Kits
The approved emergency medical kit

required by § 121.309 for passenger flights
must meet the following specifications and
requirements:

(1) Approved emergency medical
equipment shall be stored securely so as to
keep it free from dust, moisture. and
damaging temperatures.

(2) One approved emergency medical kit
shall be provided for each aircraft during
each passenger flight and shall be located 50

8S to be readily accessible to crewmembers.
(3) The approved emergency medical kit

must contain. as a minimum. the following
appropriately maintained contents in the
specified quantities:

this rule, each certificate holder shall
maintain records on each medical
emergency occurring during flight time
resulting in use of the emergency
medical kit required under Appendix A,
diversion of the aircraft. or death of a
passenger or crewmember. These
records shall include a description of
how the medical kit was used, by whom.
and the outcome of the medical
emergency.

(b) The certificate holder shall submit
these records. or a summary thereof, to
its assigned FAA Principal Operations
Inspector within 30 days after the end of
each 12-month period during the 24
months specified in paragraph (a).

7. By amending Appendix A to Part
121 by revising the title. by adding a
subheading before the current text, and
by adding a new subheading and text,
as follows,

Appendix A-First-Aid Kits and
Emergency Medical Kits

First-Aid Kits

.'

•

•

•

•

•

(b) •••
(3) .....

(iv) Illness, injury, or other abnormal
situations involving passengers or
crewmembers to include familiarization
with the emergency medical kit; and

6. By adding a new § 121.715 as
follows,

§ 121.715 In-flight medical emergency
reports.

(a) For a period of 24 months
commencing with the effective date of

5. By amending § 121.417 by revising
paragraph (b)(3)(iv) as follows:

§ 121.417 Crewmember emergency
training.

PART l2l-CERTIFICATION AND
OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND
SUPPLEMENTAL·AIR CARRIERS AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF
LARGE AIRCRAFT

(d) First-aid and emergency medical
equipment. Approved first·aid kits and,
on passenger flights. an emergency
medical kit for treatment of injuries or
medical emergencies that might occur
during flight time or in minor accidents
must be provided and must meet the
specifications and requirements of
Appendix A.

1. The authority citation for Part 11 is
revised to read as follows:

Authority, 49 U.S.C. 1341(a), 1343(d). 1348,
1354(a), 1401 through 1405. 1421 through 1431.
1481.1502.49 U.S.C. 106(8) (Revised Puh. L.
97-449, January 12, 1983).

2. By amending § 11.101 by adding a
new OMB Control Number to the table
in paragraph (b), as follows:

§ 11.101 OMS control numbers assigned
pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction Act.

3. The authority citation for Part 121 is
revised to read as follows:

Authoril~r. 49 V.S.c. 1354 (a). 1355, 1356.
1357.1401.1421 through 1430. 1472. 1485. and
1502: 49 U.S,C. 106(g) (Revised, Puh. L. 97-449.
January 12, 1983).

4. By amending § 121.309 by revising
paragraph (d) to read as follows;

§ 121.309 Emergency equipment.

than $3.314). Therefore. this amendment
is not expected to have a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities. and a
regulatory flexibility. analysis is not
required.

Conclusion

Since the amendment contained in
this document would enhance the
potential for diagnosis and initial
treatment of in-flight medical
emergencies. and the amendment could
possibly save two lives per year,.the
estimated benefits exceed the estimated
costs of implementing this amendment.
For the reasons discussed above, J
certify that under the criteria of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act. these
amendments do not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities. and a
regulatory flexibility analysis is not
required. In addition, for the same
reasons. the amendment does not
involve a major rule under Executive
Order 12291. Because it involves
important DOT policy, the amendment
is considered significant under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034; February 26, 1979). A copy of
the regulatory evaluation for this
regulatory action is contained in the
regulatory docket. A copy of it may be
obtained by contacting the person
identified under the caption "FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:'

Paperwork Reduction Act

Information collection requirements in
this regulation (§.121.715) have been
approved by the Office of Management
and Budget under the provisions of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (Pub.
L. 96-511) and have been assigned OMB
Cnntrol Number 212(H)523.

List of Subjects

14 CFR Pari 11

Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Air carriers, Air
transportation.

14 CFR Pari 121

. A\'iation safety, Safety, Air carriers,
Air transportation, Aircraft, Drugs,
Common carriers. Medical kits.

Adoption of the Amendment

In consideration of the foregoing,
Parts 11 and 121 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR Parts 11 and 121)
are amended, as follows:
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

14 CFR Parts 61, 63, and 91

(Docket No. 21956; Arndt. Nos. 61-76, 63
24, and 91-194]

Submission to Alcohol Tests

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: These amendments establish
rules requiring aircraft crewmembers to
submit to chemical tests for alcohol
~iven by law enforcement officers under
certain conditions. It is based, in part,
on the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB] determination that
alcohol is a cause or factor in a
significant number of aircraft accidents
annually, many of which are fatal. The
proposed amendment would facilitate
the enforcement of the present alcohol
regulations. It is intended to reduce
aircraft accidents and incidents
altributed to consumption of alcoholic
beverages.
EFFECTIVE DATE: April 9, 1986.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Thomas E. Stuckey or John Lynch.
Federal Aviation Administration, Office
of Flight Standards, General Aviation
and Commercial Division. Project
Development Branch (AF5-llSO), 800
Independence Avenue SW..
Washington, D.C. 20591: telephone (202)
426-8150.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Rules relating to the consumption of
alcoholic beverages in connection with
aircraft operations are set forth in
§ 91.11 of the federal aviation
regulations (FAR) (14 CFR 91.11). This
section provides that no person may act
as a crewmember of a civil aircraft
within 8 hours after the consumption of
any alcoholic beverage, while under the
influence of alcohol. or while having a
blood alcohol level of .04 percent or
more by weight.

"Crewmember" is defined in Part 1 of
the FAR as "a person assigned to
perform duty in an aircraft during flight
time," This includes a pilot. flight
engineer, flight navigator, or flight
attendant.

The FAA is concerned about the
serious hazard, during aircraft
operations, resulting from impairment of
the crewmembers' faculties due to
alcohol. Even small amounts of alcohol
affect judgment, coordination,
performance, and reaction time. The
FAA and other organizations have been
quite successful in using educational

programs to lower the accident rate due
to alcohol abuse. In 1971, alcohol abuse
was a contributing cause in 12.6 percent
of the fatal general aviation accidents.
Since then, the alcohol·related accident
rate has declined steadily. In 1984. .
alcohol abuse was involved in only 4.8
percent of the fatal general aviation
accidents.

Despite this progress resulting from
the time and money which the FAA and
other aviation organizations have
devoted to their educational programs,
alcohol abuse is still unacceptably high.
Alcohol remains a factor or cause in a
significant number of accidents each
year. For example, in 1979, the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
investigated 34 general aviation
accidents where alcohol impairment
was determined to be a cause/factor; 30
of the 34 accidents were fa tal.

On April 17, 1985, the FAA published
a rule (Arndt. Nos. 61-74. 63-23, 65-29.
and 91-188, 50 FR 15376) that
established that no person may act as a
flight crewmember with a blood alcohol
level of ,04 percent by weight or more.
This rule is in addition to the current
§ 91.11 which prohibits any person from
acting or attempting to act as a
crewmember aboard a civil aircraft
within 8 hours after the consumption of
any alcoholic beverage or while under
the influence of alcohol. This rule may
be used to initiate enforcement action
against a crewmember where witness
statements alone are insufficient to
establish a violation of the a·hour rule or
the under-the-influence rule. The rule
also requires the crewrnembers to
furnish the Administrator with the
results of any test that is performed that
may indicate the percentage of alcohol
in the blood when the tests have been
taken within 4 hours after acting or
attempting to act as a crewmember.
Failure to furnish or authorize the
release of the results may lead to
sanctions.

When the FAA first proposed the rule,
the agency intended to have FAA
representatives conduct the alcohol
tests. After further consideration.
however, the agency decided that it
would be impracticable to have
representatives of the Administrator
equipped and trained to carry out such
tests. As a result, the FAA issued
Supplemental Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (SNPRM) No. 81-9A (SO FR
15381, April 17, 1985), proposing that a
crewmember of a civil aircraft be
required in certain circumstances to
submit to testing to indicate the
percentage by weight of alcohol in the
blood. Under the proposal, compliance
with the request of a law enforcement
officer, who was authorized under State

or local law to conduct or otherwise
obtain such a test, would be required if
there was a reasonable basis to believe
that the crewmember may have
unlawfully used alcohol in connection
with his or her crewmember duties. The
proposal also made it clear that failure
to submit to the test could result in
denial of a new certificate or a rating or
suspension or revocation of a certificate
or rating. In addition, civil penalty
action could be taken against the
crewmember. Flight attendants, who do
not hold airman certificates, would be
subject to'civil penalty action.

Under the proposal. the law
enforcement officer conducting or
obtaining the test would be acting under
his or her own State or local authority.
The Administrator did not propose to
grant additional authority to State or
local law enforcement officers. The rule
would merely require the crewmember
to cooperate with an otherwise lawful
investigation by a law enforcement
officer.

Fourteen comments were received as
a result of the SNPRM. While all the
commenters support the purpose of the
proposed rule. some have reservations
about parts of the rule. After considering
the comments, the FAA has decided to
adopt the rule with some chang~s which
are discussed below.

Several commenters, including the
NTSB, question the effectiveness of the
rule until all states have "flying while
impaired" rules. At present, 37 States
have such rules. The FAA recognizes
that this is a problem and will urge the
remaining 13 States to enact such laws.
Enough States, however. have such laws
now to make this rule useful. The FAA
has discussed the proposed rule with
several organizations which represent
state aviation officials and law
enforcement officials. These groups
generally expressed support for the
proposed rule, stating that their
members agree that it would be a useful
tool in our collective efforts to combat
the use of alcohol in aviation.

A number of commenters raise legal
questions. One commenter asks whether
the penalties for failing to submit to a
test would be mandatory or whether the
FAA would have discretion in each
case. Notice 81-9A proposed making a
refusaJ to submit to the test "grounds
for" suspension or revocation of an
airman certificate. Notice 81-9A
proposed to make a person who refused
to submit to an alcohol test ineligible for
a new airman certificate or type rating
for a period of a year after the date of
the refusal. As proposed, the FAA
would have had no choice but to deny
an applicant who had refused to submit
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to a test within the previous year. On
further consideration. the FAA has
decided it is advisable to have some
flexibility in applying this rule.
Accordingly, the rule as adopted makes
the refusal to submit to the test "grounds
for" denying a new certificate or rating.
In the case of a refusal to submit to an
alcohol test, however. the FAA
anticipates that it generally will order
the revocation of a certificate held or
deny an application for 8 certificate or
rating [or up to 1 year.

Several comrnenters ask questions
ahout the legal procedures by which the
rule will be enforced. Some appear to
believe that a refusal to submit to an
alcohollcst would result in immediate
suspension or revocation of the
crewmember's airman certificate. The
statutory procedures by which the FAA
may suspend or revoke certificates
provide full procedural safeguards_

If a crewmember refused to submit to
an alcohol test under the circlUnstances
of this rule, the FAA could issue an
order suspending or revoking the
crewmember's airman certificate, or
could seek to collect a civil penalty for
the violation, or could deny any
<.lpplication for a new certificate or
"i:lUng for up 101 year after the refusal,
or could use a combination of these
sanctions. In non-emergency cases,
before the FAA issues an order of
slI!-pension or re\.ocalion. it notifies the
dirman of the charges and gives him or
her Li"le opportunity to be heard. if. after
this notice, the FAA issues. an o:der of
s!Jspension or re\ ocatlon. the
\Tewmember may appeal to the NTSU
under § 609 of the Federal AviaHon Act
of 19:>8. as amended (FA Act). If the
Hirman appeals to the NTSB, a non
pmergency order does not become
L'ffecth·e unless and unlil the NTSn
itfnrms the FAA order. If the FAA issues
<in ~mergencyorder. the airman must
surnmder his or her certificate
imme-diately, but may appeal to the
NTSB and obtain an expedited review o[
his or her case. Under these
cinu.rllstances. the NTSB must then
complete its rp.\ jew within 80 days.

Except [or denials during sllspensivn
or within 1 year after revocation, a
pe.son who is denied an airman
ceriificate or rating may petition tl::e
~":TSB to re\-iew the denial under § 602
of the FA Act. As with all denials for
f.-tilure to meet eligibility requirements.
the FAA does not issue a certificate to
em applicant who it has determined is
disqualified unless and until the ;\;TSB
I't'\ erses the denial.

One commenter asks whether the test
result would be deemed conclusi\·e. As
\, ith all evidence, a hreath test. urine
test. or olher lest for blood alcohol level

would have to be sufficiently reliable to
be used a.s evidence of a violation.
Except for emergency cases. prior to
issuing the order. the FAA \\-ouid give
the crewmember the opportun~ty to
answer the charges and be heard as to
why the blood alcohol level (or any
other evidence) should not be used to
prove a violation of the alcohol rules. If
the FAA should use the results of a
blood alcohol test. the crewmember in
all cases would have the opportunity,
during an appeal to the NTSH, to prove
that the test was not reliable. This
would be true if the tast were used to
prove that the crewmember had acted or
attempted tu act as crewmember with
.04 percent by weight or more alcohol in
lhe blood in violation of § 91.11(a)(4), or
used to help prove that the Cre\Vlllember
had acted or attempted to act as a.
crewmember within 8 hours after the
consumption of an alcoholic beverage or
while under the influence of alcohol in
violation of § 91.11(a) (1) or (2).

Several commenters appear to assume
that an alcohol test conducted as
described in this rule would be the only
kind of alcohol test that FAA might use
to prove blood alcohol levels. This is in
error. The FAA has used alcohol tests in
the past to pI!ove blood alcohol content.
The FAA will continue to use anJ'
alcohol test, stich as one conducted by a
hospital or by a law enforcement officer,
which is sufficiently reliable. For
instance. if a law enforcement officer
tested a crewmember while
imestigating a suspected violation of
State lilW not connected with aviation,
the FAA could use the test if the agency
had evidence to show that the test
reliably indicated the crev...member's
blood alco-hollevel while he or she was
acting or attempting to act as a
crewmember. The rule adopted here
deals with the circumstances under
\vhich a crewmember must submit to a
test or face FAA penalties. The rule
does not limit which alcohol tests may
be used to prove that the c:::ewrnember
viola ted the alcoholcules.

Two commenters believe
constitutional vagueness problems exist
with the phase "law enforcement
officer." The proposed rule referred to a
"test which the officer is authorized to
obtain under state or local law." The
preamble identified the officer as ODe
who is authorized under state or local
law to conduct or otherwise obtain a
test indicating blood alcohol level. The
rule as adopted also identifies the law
enforcemenl officer as one who is
"authorized u....tder State or local law to
conduct the test or to have the test
conducted." In their statues, the States
refer to persons with this authority by
such names as "officer," "law

enforcemen~officer," "police officer,"
and "peace officer:· The term used in
the rule can be understood by the
ordinary perSOIl a:1d therefore is not
'.'ague.

Several com.menters object that the
FAA is delegating its authoritY to State
and local governments.. These comments
reveal a fll<"1damental misunderstanding
of the proposed rule. Under the proposal
and the rule as adopted. the law
enforcement officers wBI not be
enforcing the FAA rules; they will be
enforcing their o\\~nStete and local
laws. Airmen now may be subject to
such State and local investigations. The
rule will not add to or detract from the
States' authnritr: it s' .~pl.r will require
crewmemhers to cooperate with lawful
investigations under the stated
circumstances. The fmal rule has been
changed to make this clearer.

Some commenters maintain. that the
FAA is prohibited from requiring
cooperation with State or local law
enforcement investigations because the
laws and procedures vary from State to
State. The courts-, however, have upheld
several Federallews which depend in
whole or in part on the provisions of
applicable- State laws, which vsry from
State to State. For example. the Social
Security Act uses the States' definitions
of husband and wife to determine
eligibility; the Federal Assimilalive
Crimes Act, dealing with crimes on
Federal enclaves, adopts whatever leeal
laws apply if no Federal law exists for
the crime. That various State and local
laws regardmg alcohol testing may be
different does not preclude FAA action
requiring crewmembers to cooperate
with lawful investigations by State and
local law officers.

Another commenter suggests that this
rule could hamper accider..t
investigations in that law enforcement
officers may hold or arrest a pilot for
alleged violation of State alcohol laws
while the FAA or NTSB is investigating
the accident. The proposed rule.
however, would make no changes in the
State or local laws or policies in this
respect, so it would not affect current
practice. The FAA does not expect
accident investigations to be hampered
by this rule.

Some commenters n.ote that, under
some circumstances, Miranda warnings
must be given to people before being
questioned by police. Law enforcement
officers give A·firanda warnings to
people at certain stages in an
investigation to inform lhem of their
right against self-incrimination and their
right to be represented by a lawyer.
Since the law enforcement officer wil!
be invesligating pursuBnt to State and
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local laws. not FAA civil regulations. the
question of Miranda warnings will be a
maHer of State or local prosecution. not
an FAA matter. Miranda warnings are
not required in connection with FAA
civil. administrative proceedings.

One commenter argues that the
proposed rule violates the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution. The
fourth Amendment forbids
unreasonable searches and seizures.

gain. it must be emphasized that the
officers will be acting under their State
and locat laws. not under FAA
lluthority. Many States have laws and
procedures for obtaining alcohol tests
which ha\'e been held reasonable and
valid under the Fourth Amendment. The
FAA rule would not affect the validity of
these laws.

One commenter objects that the
proposed rule would require the NTSB
to render decisions of a quasi-criminal
nature without adequate due process
safeguards and states that the NTSB
does not have the authority to render
such decisions. The enforcement of FAA
rules is a civil matter, not criminal. The
existing statutory requirements and
procedural rules provide the process
thai is due for such civil actions.

One commenter contends that the
alcohol rule is an implied consent law
that must be legisluted Dnd cannot be
instituted by rule making but cites no
aufhority for this argument. The FAA
has adequate authority, under the FA
Act. to issue this rule 10 promote safety
in air commerce and the public interest.
This is especially so in light of studies
conclusi\'ely proving that the
consumption of even small amounts of
alcohol impairs a crewmember's ability
to perform requisite duties.

One commenter voices concern that
the rule would infringe on the privacy of
airmen and cause public humiliation.
The im'estigation by the law
enforcement officer will be conducted
under State or local laws and
procedures. not FAA-required
procedures. The law enforcement officer
will be subject to State and local laws
and policies regarding privacy. All FAA
enforcement investigations adhere to
statutes. departmental rules, and FAA
guidelines regarding privacy. The FAA
will issue guidelines to its inspectors to
assist them in enforcing this rule. and
will include guidance to protect privacy.

Several commenters raise questions
about which crewmembers should be
subject to the rute. Three commenters,
representing air carrier pilots, oppose
the inclusion of airline pilots under this
rule on two grounds: (1) No airline
accident has been traced to an alcohol
impaired pilot in over 20 years; (2) the
rule might hamper the voluntary

programs the air carriers and unions
have sponsored to treat and rehabilitate
pilots with. alcohol and drug problems.
The FAA disagrees. Airline and
commercial pilots should not be exempt
from alcohol rules directed toward all
crewmembers. The FAA has revoked
pilot certificates of airline transport
pilots found to have operated passenger
carrying air carrier aircraft in violation
of the alcohol rules. Clearly the FAA is
justified in taking further steps to assist
in enforcing the alcohol rules against
airline and commercial pilots. There is
no requirement or justification for
awaiting a fatal accident before taking
corrective regulatory action. Further.
this rule will not interfere with current
efforts to rehabilitate pilots with alcohol
or drug problems. The rule will simply
assist in obtaining evidence of
suspected violations of the alcohol rules
and, the agency expects, will also assist
in deterring such violations.

Three commenters, including two
flight attendant unions, object to the
inclusion of flight attendants in this rule.
They state that flight attendants have_
never been the cause of aviation
accidents. In addition. they point out
that; since flight attendants are not
certificated, the FAA can only use civil
penalties under this rule. As
crewmembers who ha.ve important
safety responsibilities, flight attendants
should not be under the influence of
drugs or alcohol while on duty. Flight
attendants have been included in § 91.11
of the FAR since it was first adopted.
Their inclusion in this final rule is
consistent with the purpose of the
regulation.

Two commenters want the blood
alcohol content to be lowered to 0.0
percent. These concerns are being given
consideration in another project and are
not within the scope of this rulemaking.

One commenter wants the FAA to
substitute for the proposed rules a
program to educate crewmembers about
the danger of flying while impaired. The
FAA agrees that education of
crewmembers about alcohol and drug
abuse is important and has for years
conducted seminars and distributed
pamphlets on these dangers. but the
rules adopted here must also be in force
to assist the FAA in identifying those
who do violate the alcohol rules.

Sections Affected

Sections 61.16 and 63.12a are being
revised to make a refusal to submit to an
alcohol test that is requested by a law
enforcement officer under the terms of a
new § 91.11(c)(1) grounds for suspension
or revocation of a certificate or denial of
a certificate or rating.

A paragraph is being added to
§ 91.11(c) to require crewmembers to
submit to alcohol tests if a law
enforcement officer requests such a test.
The proposed rule inferred that the law
enforcement officer would be. at least in
part, requesting the test because he or
she suspected a violation of the FAA
alcohol rules. This is not intended. The
proposed rule has been changed to make
clear that the law enforcement officer
would be making the request to
investigate a suspected violation of
State or local law. The State or local law
would be one governing conduct the
same as or substantially similar to
conduct prohibited by the FAA's alcohol
rules. For instance, if the State law
prohibited reckless operation of an
aircraft, that prohibition would be
deemed to include operating an aircraft
while under the influence of alcohol.
because such conduct is reckless. A
crewmember who was being
investigated by a law enforcement
officer for suspected flying under the
influence of alcohol in violation of the
State's reckless flying law would be
required, under this rule, to submit to an
alcohol test on request of the law
officer.

The purpose of this rule is to require
submission to a test only when the test
may help indicate whether the
crewmember has violated FAA rules. A
crewmember's failure to submit to a test
requested by a law enforcement officer
under circumstances not described in
this rule will be dealt with only by State
or local authorities, not by the FAA.

Regulatory Evaluation

These rules will serve as enforcement
tools. They will have no economic
impact on crewmembers who are not
suspected of failing to comply with the
alcohol rules. The burden on those who
will be requested to submit to an alcohol
test will consist of a brief period of time
spent undergoing the test. The time
spent by the crewmember while being
detained by the law enforcement officer
during the on-site investigation will not
be changed by these amendments. The
various States and municipalities that
enforce their own "flying while
intoxicated" laws would require this
detention anyway, so no additional time
is being required by these amendments.
Since these rules will have no impact on
crewm"embers. a regulatory evaluation is
not warranted.

Conclusion

These amendments will enhance
aviation safety by providing an
additional enforcement tool and by
adding additional deterrence to flying in
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violation of the FAA's alcohol rules. The
agency expects that these changes will
reduce aviation accidents and save
lives. Compliance with this amendment
will have no economic impact on
crewmembers. Accordingly, it has been
determined that this is not a major
regulation under Executive Order 12291.
However. because of the public interest
In this action, this amendment is
significant under Department of
Transportation Regulatory Policies and
Procedures (44 FR 11034; February 26.
1979). Since this amendment will have
no cost impact, I certify-that under the
criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.
these rules would nqt have a significant
economic impact on small entities. A fuJI
regulatory evaluation has not been
prepared because these amendments
will have no cost impact.

List of Subjects

14 CFR Part 61

Airmen, Alcohol an alcoholic
beverages, Aviation safety.

14 CFR Part 63

Aircraft, Airmen, Aviation safety.

14 CFR Part 91

Airmen, Aviation safety, Liquor.

Adoption of this Amendment

Accordingly, Parts 61, 63, and 91 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR
61. 63, and 91) are amended as follows:

PART 51-CERTIFICATION: PILOTS
AND FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS

1. The authority citation for Part 61 is
revised to read a~ follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1355. 1421.
1422,1427,1429. and 1430: and 49 U.S.C.
l06(g) [Revised. Pub. L. 97-449; January 12,
1983J.

2. By revising § 61.16 to read as
follows:

§ 61.16 Refusal to submit to an alcohol
test or to furnish test results.

A refusal to submit to a test to
indicate the percentage by weight of

alcohol in the blood. when requested by
a law enforcement officer in accordance
with § 91.11(C) of this chapter, or a -
refusal to furnish or authorize the
release of the test results requested by
the Administrator in accordance with
§ 91.11 [cJ or [d) of this chapter. is
grounds for-

(a) Denial of an application for any
certificate or rating issued under this
part for a period of up to 1 year after the
date of that refusal; or

(b) Suspension or revocation of any
certificate or rating issued under this
part,

PART 53-CERTIFICATION:
CREWMEMBERS OTHER THAT
PILOTS

3. The authority citation for Part 63 is
revised to read as follows.

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1355, 1421,
1422,1427,1429, and 1430; and 49 U.S.C.
106(8) (Revised, Pub. L. 97-449; January 12,
1983J.

4. By revising § 63,12a to read as
follows:

§ 63.12a Refusal to submit to an alcohol
test or to furnish test results.

A refusal to submit to a test to
indicate the percentage by weight of
alcohol in the blood, when requested by
a law enforcement officer in accordance
with § 91.11(c) of this chapter, or a
refusal to furnish or authorize the
release of the test results when
requested by the Administrator in
accordance with § 91.11 [c) or (d) of this
chapter, is grounds for-

(a) Denial of an application for any
certificate or rating issued under this
part for a period of up to 1 year after the
date of that refusal: or

(b) Suspension or revocation of any
certificate or rating issued under this
part.

PART 91-GENERAL OPERATING AND
FLIGHT RULES

5. The authority citation for Part 91 is
revised to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1301(7), 1303, 1344.
1348,1352 through 1355. 1401. 1421 through
1431. 1471. 1472. 1502, 1510. 1522. and 2121
through 2145; Articles 12. 29, 31. and 32(a) of
the Convention of International Civil
Aviation (61 SIal. 1180): 42 U.S.C. 4321 el seq.;
E.O. 11514: and 49 V.S.c. 106(g) (Revised.
Pub. L. 97--449; January 12, 1983).

6. By amending § 91,11 by revising
paragraph (c) to read as follows:

§ 91.11 Alcohol or drugs.

(c) A crewmember shall do the
following:

(1) On request of a law enforcement
officer, submit to a test to indicate the .
percentage by weight of alcohol in the
hlood, when-

(i) The law enforcement officer is
authorized under State or local law to
conduct the test or to have the test
conducted; and

(ii) The law enforcement officer is
requesting submission to the test to
investigate a suspected violation cif
State or local law governing the same or
substantially similar conduct prohibited
by paragraph (a)(I). (a)(2). or (0)(4) of
this section.

(2) Whenever the Administrator has a
reasonable basis to believe that a
person may have violated paragraph
(a)[1), (a)(2). or [a)[4) of this section. that
person shall, upon request by the
Administrator, furnish the
Administrator. or authorize any clinic,
hospital, doctor, or other person to
release to the Administrator. the results
of each test taken within 4 hours after
acting or attempting to act as a
crewmember that indicates percentage
by weight of alcohol in the blood.

Issued in Washington. D.C.. on January 2.
1986,

Donald D. Engen,

Administrator.
IFR Doc. 86-415 Filed 1-8-86; 8:45 am]
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